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Strong Economy and Rapid Ination Support Bank of Canada's
Hawkish Tack
Summary

Economist(s)

•

Nick Bennenbroek

The Bank of Canada (BoC) recently kicked o its tightening cycle with a 25 bps rate
hike in early March. Alongside the rate hike, BoC policymaker commentary has shifted
in a more hawkish direction. Recent economic gures, particularly ination and labor
market data, support this more hawkish stance in BoC monetary policy.

•

Given elevated ination, a solid labor market and hawkish central bank, we expect the
Bank of Canada to lift policy rates more aggressively than previously anticipated. We
now forecast a 25 bps rate hike at each of the remaining six BoC policy meetings this
year and for the policy rate to end 2022 at 2.00%. We expect tightening to continue
into 2023, and believe interest rates will rise to 2.75% by the end of next year.

•

Given our revised BoC outlook, we believe the Canadian dollar could be one of the
more resilient G10 currencies in the quarters ahead. In addition to higher policy
rates, elevated oil prices should also act as a pillar of support to the Canadian dollar
going forward, and underpins our view for only modest Canadian dollar softness
versus the greenback.
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Bank of Canada Kicks O Rate Hike Cycle
The Bank of Canada (BoC) kicked o its rate hike cycle in early March, with a 25 bps policy rate hike to
0.50%. The central bank's accompanying comments were also hawkish in tone. Among other things the
BoC said:

•

Fourth quarter GDP growth was stronger than projected, and conrms the view that economic
slack has been absorbed. The BoC also said Q1-2022 growth is looking more solid than previously
projected.

•

Price increases have become more pervasive, and measures of core ination have all risen, and that
"persistently elevated ination is increasing the risk that longer-run ination expectations could
drift upwards."

•

As the economy continues to expand and ination pressures remain elevated, the Governing
Council expects interest rates will need to rise further.

Since that early March announcement, a broad range of data have supported the central bank's
hawkish outlook. Importantly, the February employment report suggested the economy is rebounding
quite strongly from a brief Omicron related slowdown early this year. February employment jumped
by 336,600 jobs, more than reversing the January decline. The details showed full-time jobs rising
by 121,500 and part-time jobs rising by 215,100. The unemployment rate also fell to 5.5%. Other
indicators of economic resilience include an increase in the February manufacturing PMI to 60.6, and a
3.2% month-over-month gain in January retail sales. Moreover, overall GDP managed to eke out a 0.2%
month-over-month gain in January, with the ash estimate for GDP to rise 0.8% in February.
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Robust Data Supports the Bank of Canada's Hawkish Outlook
In addition to robust activity data, the February CPI also showed a marked rming of ination. The
headline CPI quickened more than expected to 5.7% year-over-year, in part on higher food and energy
prices. However, it was not just oil and other commodity prices that drove ination higher, as the
average of the central bank's core ination measures also rmed slightly to 3.5% year-over-year. Given
the subsequent increase in oil and other commodity prices in the wake of the Russia-Ukraine conict,
Canadian ination should accelerate even further in March.
In fact, given resilient activity data and rising ination, Bank of Canada policymakers have oered some
further hawkish comments in recent weeks. Bank of Canada deputy governor Kozicki said she expects
the pace and magnitude of future rate hikes, and well as quantitative tightening, will be discussed
during April deliberations. She also warned the Russia-Ukraine conict is driving ination higher than
the central bank's most recent quarterly forecasts. Kozicki's comments clearly bring the possibility of
a larger 50 bps increase into play at the upcoming Bank of Canada monetary policy meetings. While
our base case does not yet incorporate a 50 bps hike, following robust activity, rapid ination and a
hawkish central bank over the past several weeks, we now envisage much faster tightening from
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the Bank of Canada than previously. We forecast a 25 bps policy rate increase at each of the six
remaining policy announcements this year (compared to a total of three previously), which would
see the policy rate nish 2022 at 2.00%. In 2023, we expect another three 25 bps rate increases,
lifting the policy rate to 2.75% by the end of next year. From a currency perspective, with the pace of
Bank of Canada tightening now expected to more closely match that of the Fed over time, we see only
moderate softness in the Canadian dollar versus the U.S. currency over the medium-term. Elevated oil
prices should also oer another pillar of support for the Canadian dollar.
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